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Abstract
In this work we are going to experiment with convolutional neural networks
with the objective of recognizing food related environments. Through our
project we are going to analyze which sections of the images are being tar-
geted to classify the image in one category or in other.
Lastly we are going to benchmark how much the nets are learning using confu-
sion matrices to visualize which categories are harder to classify.
Resum
En aquest treball anem a experimentar amb xarxes neuronals convolucionals
profundes amb l’objectiu de reconeixer entorns relacionats amb l’alimentació.
En el transcurs del nostre projecte tambè veurem en que es fixa la nostra xarxa
a l’hora de classificar una imatge en una categoria o en un altre.
Per ultim veurem com podem quantificar l’aprenentatge de la nostra xarxa anal-
itzant els resultats que obtenim al entrar-la utilitzant matrius de confusió per
visualitzar quines categories son mes difícils de classificar.
Resumen
En este trabajo vamos a experimentar con redes neuronales convolucionales pro-
fundas con el objetivo de reconocer entornos relacionados con la alimentación.
Durante nuestro proyecto también analizaremos en que se fija nuestra red a la
hora de clasificar una imagen en una categoría u otra.
Por último veremos como podemos medir el aprendizaje de nuestra red anal-
izando los resultados que obtenemos al entrenar-la utilizando matrices de con-
fusión para visualizar que categorías son mas difíciles de clasificar.
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1 Introduction
The project
In this project we will explore the performance of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) for recognizing food related environments.
For our purposes we will fine-tune different nets such as GoogleNet and AlexNet
to test which results are better. Later we will pick the best one and analyze its
data in order to extract some information on how it recognizes and classifies
our data.
Through all our tests we will use a subsample of the Places 205 dataset contain-
ing the 21 categories in the original set that were related to food environments
and a special category "Not food related" that contains images from all the other
categories.
Motivation
The motivation of this project is to explore the possibilities of deep learning to
improve food related applications, such applications can be a shopping helper
or utilities for people with alimentary diseases such as celiacs. Our objective
was to explore if deep learning could help improving the lives of such people.
Also there are a lot of datasets and CNNs available but none of them is special-
ized in food environment recognition.
Scope of the project
This project is closely related to some of the subjects in the career, for instance
Computer Vision classes introduced us to convolutional networks and other im-
age recognition techniques. Finally the Artificial Intelligence course where we
have learned about neuronal networks.
Up to some extend some other classes can be related to the work done here,
for example Image Processing showed us how to apply some of the filters and
transformations; that are used in classical image recognition technologies, and
introduced us to image transformations such as crop or resize which are exten-
sively used in the preprocessing phase of the images in our CNNs framework.
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Objectives
The final objective was to obtain a CNN capable of recognizing food related
environments with a reasonable precision.
Our main objectives were:
• Understand the CNN Framework Caffe.
• Gather a reasonable amount of data, for constructing our food related
environment dataset.
• Obtain some pretrained nets, such as GoogleNet.
• Test and check performance of each net against our data.
• Trying to understand how our fine-tuned net is classifying the images.
State of the art
CNNs are the state of the art in image recognition, lots of similar researches
can be found of a wide spectrum of different topics. Such projects include road
scene segmentation using a CNN in order to improve autonomous cars systems
[16] or large-scale autonomous video classification for sites like YouTube [17].
Actually there are some projects researching place recognition such as Places
and Places2. Those projects are focused on general places like museums, ter-
rains (desserts, glaciers, etc.), restaurants and all kind of constructions. But
actually there is no project focusing only on food related environments.
Technologies used
During the development of this project we have used:
Caffe For the training, testing and analysis of the CNNs.
Python For developing the tools for analyzing the training and tests as well
as for analyzing the activations. It has been deeply used while accessing the
innermost parts of out nets. Also we developed several scripts that created
our datasets, managed the training cycles (suspending and resuming training
sessions) and for managing our data base.
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IPython notebook Most of our analysis scripts were developed using note-
book. It offered the possibility of continually seeing our results and making
little changes without the need to rerun all the scripts so we could reuse the
part of the calculations that was cpu-intensive lots of times.
Figure 1: Example of one of the notebooks developed
Bash scripts We used several bash scripts to manage our collection of images.
Some of the massive operations we had to perform included relocate hundred
of GB of images and the deletion of similar quantities.
Matlab Several scrips and examples found in research papers were developed
in Matlab so we had to test them out in the native language to be able to extrap-
olate the functionality to our code base.
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2 Methodology and previous concepts
2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNN from now on) are made of layers of neu-
rons that have weights and biases. Unlike normal neural networks CNNs as-
sume that the inputs are images and are tweaked for working with them, these
improvements allow us to greatly increase the performance of the network and
reduce the number of parameters.
Normally CNNs are divided into 3 sections/layers:
• Input
• Convolution and pooling
• Fully connected layers and classification
The following figure illustrates a CNN where we can find the different sec-
tions mentioned.
Figure 2: Typical CNN Architecture [9]
Input layer The input layer will have the same dimensions as the input images
and will hold the original pixel values.
Convolution layers Convolution layers have neurons that are connected to
local regions of the input volume, each neuron will compute a dot product be-
tween their weights and the region they are connected to.
The output volume is defined by the number of filters that we apply in the
layer. For example for an input volume of 256x256x3 and 10 filters the output
volume will be 256x256x10.
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Figure 3: Convolution process [10]
ReLU layers ReLU (Rectified Linear Units) layers apply the function max(0, x)
to all the elements of the input volume. The output volume will be the same as
the input as it will not be affected by the operation.
Other commonly used activation functions are:
• Sigmoid: σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x)
• Tanh: tanh(x) = 2σ(2x)− 1
• Leaky ReLU: f (x) = 1(x < 0)(αx) + 1(x >= 0)(x) where α is a small
constant.
• Maxout: max(wT1 x+ b1,wT2 x+ b2)
Pooling layers Pooling layers perform a down-sampling of the input volume.
The most common pooling function is max pooling which partitions the input
into rectangles and outputs the higher value for each one.
The function of pooling layers inside CNNs is to reduce the amount of param-
eters inside the network and minimize the computations. They are commonly
found between convolution layers.
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Figure 4: Pooling process [9]
Fully connected layers Fully connected layers connect every neuron to all the
activations of the previous layer.
Loss layer Loss layers specify how the network training is penalized for the
deviation between the ground truth and the predicted label. In our project we
will use Softmax loss which is useful for network that predict mutually exclusive
classes.
Softmax uses the following formula: σ(∑i wixi + b).
2.1.1 Training a CNN
We call training the process of feeding the network with labeled data in order
that all the weights and bias are learned for our specific set of data. Special
attention must be paid to the results and the evolution of the process in order
to avoid common problems as over-fitting.
Training a CNN takes a lot of time and a powerful computer (A high end
graphic card is needed in order to speed up the process). In our case we have
used a NVidia GTX 970 Graphic card resulting on one week long training ses-
sions.
Tracking loss During the training we must pay special attention to the loss of
the network. It indicates us if the network is learning correctly or it is stagnated
or having some kind of problem.
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Figure 5: Plot showing training loss for different models
In figure 5 we can see for lines one for each model. The blue model has a
stagnant loss meaning that it is not learning. The other three lines (But more
appreciable on the green one) are learning at a slow but steady pace, as we can
see for the progressive reduction of the loss.
Over-fitting We call over-fitting the event where the net ends up too much
specialized on our training data and is unable to classify unseen samples. This
is produced by a high number of training iterations in comparison with the
number of samples in our training set.
Common solutions include reducing the training iterations or increase the train-
ing set (through the addition of new samples or making use of data augmenta-
tion).
Confusion matrices Another important marker to track how our net is evolv-
ing is the confusion matrix, it shows in a graphical fashion which categories are
more hard to classify or where the net is making more mistakes.
Each column of the matrix represents the number of predictions for each class
and each row represents the appearances of each category in the dataset.
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix from one of our nets
Ideally the diagonal of the matrix will have the max value possible (in our
case 360) and all the others the minimum one (0), if such result was made it will
mean that the net is perfectly classifying all the data without errors.
2.1.2 Fine-tuning
Fine-tuning is the process of retraining a model which has already been trained
with a new set of data. It allows us to recycle the previous training and speed
up the training process for our data.
This can be made with any already trained net, but if the source network is
completely unrelated to our data, for example we pick a network trained to
classify cats and fine-tune it with training data for classification of planets, it
will have almost no improvement to our process and will be like starting from
scratch.
2.2 CNNs models present in our work
During our work we used two different architectures: Alexnet and Googlenet.
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2.2.1 Alexnet
Alexnet [11] is a CNN model with eight learned layers (five convolutional and
three fully-connected) which sum up to a total of 60 million parameters and
650.000 neurons.
Figure 7: Alexnet architecture
It was originally made for the Imagenet LSVRC-2010 challenge which fea-
tured 1000 different classes, and because of that the original features a 1000-way
softmax classifier.
2.2.2 Googlenet
Googlenet [12] has 22 learned layers and exceptionally low number of param-
eters (around 10 million parameters). This is due to the decision they took of
not using fully-connected layers (that contain a high number of parameters) in
favor of inception modules.
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Figure 8: Googlenet architecture
Inception module Inception modules were developed to allow deeper and
larger convolutional layers while increasing the overall performance (by making
the computation more efficient). They work using 1x1 convolutions followed by
3x3 and 5x5 convolutions. The output of the inception module is a concatenated
feature map including all the largest convolutions.
2.3 Activation mapping
One of our main objectives was to analyze what the net was taking in account
while classifying the data. We used the previous work of MIT researchers [7]
where a technique was proposed for generating class activation maps making
use of GAP layers 1 .
The method consisted on appending a GAP layer just before the last output
layer and then the importance of the different image regions can be traced back
using the weights of the layer and those of the fully connected classifying the
images.
1Global average pooling is a proposed strategy to replace fully connected layers in CNNs. It
consist on generating a one feature map for each category of the classification task in the last
layer. Instead of adding fully connected layers to the top of feature maps an average of each
map is made and the resulting vector is given to the softmax layer. [8]
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3 Implementation
3.1 Creating our datasets
Before we could start training our models we needed to create a dataset with
the images we were going to use. In order to acquire the maximum number of
files a lot of datasets were searched, some using dataset indexes [1, 2, 3, 4] and
others from the dataset web-pages like Places205 [5] or ImageNet [6].
Figure 9: Example of Imagenet dataset
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Figure 10: Example of places205 dataset
In the end we used only the data found in Places205 dataset which only had
images of actual places and contained a good amount of images per category
(10.000 or more per category in the mean case, 5000 in the worst case). The other
datasets that contained food related places had very few images per category
(in the order of 200-600).
We decided not to take those categories from the other datasets because having
all the categories with thousand of images except for some other with less than
a thousand made the CNN unstable classifying the smaller ones.
3.1.1 Defining the dataset categories
From all the Places dataset, which contained 205 categories, only 21 where re-
lated to food enviroments. Those were: bakery, banquet hall, bar, butchers shop,
cafeteria, candy store, coffee shop, dinette, dining room, food court, galley, ice cream
parlor, kitchen, kitchenette, market, pantry, picnic area, restaurant, restaurant kitchen,
restaurant patio and supermarket. The other 184 categories where joined in a cate-
gory called not food related.
Using those categories we defined three datasets:
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FoodRelated21 (FR21) The first dataset only contained the 21 food related
categories and no unrelated categories.
FoodRelated22 (FR22) The second contained all the food related categories
exposed above and the category of not food related images.
FoodRelated02 (FR02) Lastly we created a dataset with only two categories
one called Food related which contained all the food related categories and the
other was the Not food related category.
3.1.2 Defining training, validation and test sets
With the categories defined now we needed to create the different test needed
to run our CNNs. In order to be able to compare the results between the test on
all the dataset we decided that the best approach was to make all the dataset use
the same subset of images of training, validation and test never mixing them.
This allowed us to assure that all the trainings, tests and validations are done
with the same "subset" of images.
We have done two things in order to define our sets:
Defining sets for all categories Using the test and validation sets defined in
the original places database we created three files for each category one for each
category set (training, validation and test).
Creating sets for each dataset For each dataset we merged all the category
sets of the same type into one file, this resulted with 3 files for each dataset
(training, test and validation). Additionally we saved one extra file containing
the labels of the dataset.
Now we were ready to start training our models.
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3.2 Training our models
Now that we had our datasets ready it was time to fine-tune the models we
choose to use, those were: Googlenet, Alexnet and a special Alexnet that was
trained with both ImageNet and Places205.
We got our models from the places website, were they had a Googlenet, Alexnet
and Hybrid models trained with the Places205 database.
Table 1: Test results from fine-tuned models (top-1 vs top-5)
Model FR02 FR21 FR22 Places205
Alexnet - 54.7% - 90.0% - 50.0% - 81.1%
Hybrid - 55.0% - 89.3% - 52.3%
Googlenet 89.3% 62.7% - 93.3% 58.9% - 93.8% 55.5% - 85.7%
In the table 1 we can see the results from all the training we performed. We
started fine-tuning the dataset FR21 on all our models and see which dataset
offered better results. The conclusion was that Googlenet had the best perfor-
mance on our data.
Later we fine-tuned on the same model the datasets FR02 and FR22 to perform
further tests.
Training result visualization
We analyzed all our trainings in order to be aware what were the weak points of
our fine-tuned nets. The most important indicator were the confusion matrices
that indicated us which categories had more classifying errors.
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Figure 11: Confusion matrix for the Alexnet network
Figure 12: Confusion matrix for the Hybrid-Alexnet network
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Figure 13: Confusion matrix for the Googlenet network
In figures 11 and 12 we can see that despite that the main matrix is well
defined all the blue cells have lots of lights colors much more noticeable that in
the Googlenet confusion matrix on figure 13.
Also we can note that all the confusion matrix have two very bright cells outside
the main diagonal, those cells correspond to kitchen and kitchenette categories
that were pretty similar visually.
3.3 Caffe
Caffe[14] is a deep learning framework that allows us to train and test CNNs
additionally it allows us to use python or matlab to access the net architecture,
weights, biases and results.
It was developed by Berkeley Vision and Learning Center and it is used around
the world for academic research and commercial projects.
3.3.1 Introduction to Caffe usage
In order to train a net we can chose between the command line interface, python
or matlab. While the CLI is easier to use and requires less effort using Python
allows us to extract more info about the training progress and results, so we can
say that if we want to just train the CLI is a better option while if we want to do
additional tasks or analysis Python is more adequate.
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Training snapshotting and resuming is also implemented within the framework.
3.3.2 Classifying with PyCaffe
A library is provided with the Caffe distribution for Python projects called Py-
Caffe, it allows us to access almost all the layers, properties, parameters and
status of the net as well as train and test the CNNs within python.
We will illustrate how to classify an image with PyCaffe making use of one of
the examples provided. [15]
Opening a CNN We can open a CNN model with just a class instantiation. In
the example code we can also find the instruction caffe.set_mode_cpu() which
commands Caffe to use the CPU instead of the GPU.
Figure 14: Opening a net in PyCaffe
Inputting an image In order to be able to input an image to the network we
must use a transformer that encodes the raw image into caffe inner encoding.
Figure 15: Creating a transformer for our net
Encoding the image The next step is to use the transformer to encode the
image, we can use the method preprocess to do that.
Figure 16: Encoding the image
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Classifying the image Now we are ready to input the image into our net and
classify it. This are the lines we need to do the trick.
Figure 17: Classify the image
In figure 17 we can see at the bottom of the image that the output from the
network is the numerical representation of the category.
Getting the category name The next step will be to retrieve the category name,
in the case of Imagenet (the dataset used by the network in the example) we are
provided a text file containing all the category names in order each at a line. So
if the result shows that the image pertains to category 281 we need to look the
line 281 in the text file to know the category name.
Other datasets come in different formats for example Places205 gives us a csv
file with the category name and number separated by a blank space.
Figure 18: Getting the category name
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4 Experimental results
4.1 Datasets for image recognition
In this section we will explain basic concepts related to datasets in order to be
able to go in more depth in later parts of work.
4.1.1 Categories
The main part of each dataset are its categories, each of the image is assigned
one in the process called "Labeling". The number of categories in a dataset can
vary a lot but always has to contain at least two labels.
4.1.2 Labeled images
An images is said to be labeled when a human has assigned a category to it. In
order to work with deep learning models a lot of data is needed, in the order
of tens of thousands of images. Also all the images have to be reviewed and
labeled by humans.
Because of humans being required in the process it is generally slow and te-
dious.
4.1.3 Public datasets
Actually a lot of labeled datasets can be found online for research and academic
purposes, normally those sets come from universities or communities that used
them in some kind of project before and decided to share their work when they
finished.
Some examples of public datasets are ImageNet or Places205, which are collec-
tions of millions of images labeled by their respective communities or authors.
ImageNet for example is thought as a general purpose dataset and contains
more than a thousand different categories ranging from restaurants to animals
or landscapes.
Places205 is more focused on places, and for example contains categories such
as kitchens or supermarkets. In our work we have made use mainly of this
dataset.
4.1.4 Custom datasets
When we want to make a custom net we will need a dataset that contains the
type of data that we want to work with.
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For example if we want to recognize types of cats we will need a new dataset
containing images of the different breeds of cats, each breed will be a category.
In order to acquire the quantity of data needed we can search in already existent
datasets for images similar to the ones we need and condense them in our new
dataset.
4.1.5 Data augmentation
It is very hard to gather the huge amount of data needed for deep learning, in
order to help solve the issue data augmentation appeared. In the case of image
recognition this augmentation is produced by applying transformations to the
images we already gathered.
During our project we used mirroring and random crops.
Mirroring Consists on flipping all the pixels of the image through one edge
producing the same effect that a mirror. (See figure 1)
Figure 19: Examples of mirroring
Random crops A random patch of a predefined size is chosen from the image
and resized to the size of the source image.
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Figure 20: Example of random crop
4.2 Expanding our dataset
At certain point we tried to increase the categories of our dataset with data from
the ImageNet database. We found several food related categories. Those were
hash, bodega, brewpub, bistro, steakhouse, lunchroom, greasy, teashop, brasserie, rotis-
serie, grocery store, pizzeria, canteen, alehouse and dinner but the amount of data
available was not enough.
Our dataset contained an average of 10 thousand images per training category
(Table 2) while the new categories contained an average of 500 images per cate-
gory (Table 3) rendering the new found data useless.
This is caused by the fact that when most of the categories have lots of data if
you add new categories that contain a very little portion of that quantity the
information received by the net of the new labels is so little in comparison that
almost no learning is done, and the classification fails almost all the time.
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Table 2: Places 205 food related categories
Category name Total images
dining_room 15100
galley 6992
food_court 7360
kitchenette 15100
ice_cream_parlor 7770
restaurant_kitchen 5721
bakery 14645
bar 15100
supermarket 15100
restaurant_patio 10077
restaurant 15100
picnic_area 6089
kitchen 15100
dinette 7914
pantry 7004
cafeteria 5184
butchers_shop 5929
candy_store 6513
banquet_hall 6794
market 10013
coffee_shop 15100
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Table 3: Imagenet food related categories
Category name Total images
Hash 78
Bodega 108
Brewpub 206
Bistro 220
Steakhouse 226
Lunchroom 321
Greasy 380
Teashop 444
Brasserie 545
Rotisserie 681
Grocery_store 715
Pizzeria 740
Canteen 769
Alehouse 806
Dinner 918
4.3 Pretrained CNNs present in our work
Imagenet-Googlenet Googlenet network trained against the imagenet dataset
[13].
The model archieved a top-1 accuracy of 68.7%.
Places205-Alexnet Alexnet network trained against the places205 dataset [5].
The model achieved a top-1 accuracy of 50.0%.
Hybrid-Alexnet Alexnet network trained against both the imagenet and the
places205 dataset [5].
The model achieved a top-1 accuracy of 52.3%.
Places205-Googlenet Googlenet network trained with the places205 dataset
[5].
The model achieved a top-1 accuracy of 55.5%.
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4.4 Activation mapping
In our test we used a Googlenet-FR21 model that was fine-tuned for our data
and made the changes necessary in the net structure; that were:
• Adding a convolution layer after the last inception layer of Googlenet
• Adding a ReLU layer to the previous convolution layer
• Adding a GAP layer to after the convolution layer
• Adding a FC (Fully connected) layer after the GAP layer
From those new layer we will take the weight from the GAP and the FC layer
to extract the features.
Now that we have an adequate net architecture we can start training and
extracting the data.
4.4.1 Retraining the modified net
The layers we just added start without any information or training on our net,
so we have to perform additional training iterations in order to train those lay-
ers. Although they start black the other layers don’t because of that the data
that will be fed to them will be already be tuned for our net.
This step is almost equal that when we fine-tuned the models for our data
except that now we are continuing the training we started while we train the
new layers.
4.4.2 Extracting maps
The next step is to extract the heat maps of the image in order to do that we
must in first place retrieve the weights from the fully connected layer and from
the GAP layer and finally the scores from the softmax layer.
Then we sort the scores of the softmax layer from higher to lower and retrieve
the indexes, at this point we have an array of indexes that point at which cat-
egory was classified higher by the softmax layer (We will call this array Score
indexes).
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Flattening GAP weights
Now we take the 3D array which contains the weights of each feature in the
GAP layer and flatten it in a 2D form like the following image shows.
Figure 21: Flattening of image features
In the first form we can see each feature in the weights array differentiated
by color, as we can see each feature is a 2D array. In the second form we can
see that after the flattening process each feature has been transformed into a 1D
array, leaving the weights array as a 2D array.
Additionally the last feature has been colored by rows for making easier to
see how they have been rearranged in the flattening, it is apreciable that the
rows have been ordered one after the other in a linear fashion.
This new form will allow us to do some mathematical computations needed to
extract the maps.
For clarity this new matrix will be called Flattened GAP weights.
Generating heat maps
Now we must generate the heat maps performing a dot product between the
FC layer weighs and the flattened GAP weights.
heatmaps f lattened = FCW · GAPW
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This operation will give us a matrix with flattened maps that we will have to
reshape to return each map to their original 2D form. This process is exactly
opposite as the flattening shown in the last section.
As a result of this reshaping we will obtain the following maps.
Figure 22: Deflattened maps
In the above figure we can see the result of the reshaping for the top five
categories. Some pixelation can be apreciated in those maps due to their small
size (in this case the maps are 14 x 14 pixels in size).
The next step is to resize them using some interpolation, making the pixelation
less obvious.
Figure 23: Interpolated maps
At the end of the last step we end with maps of our desired size that have
been interpolated and are ready for further processing.
Blending with the original image
In order to fully appreciate which sections of the image are being pointed by
the maps we will perform a blending between the original image and the map.
This will allow us to analyze which parts are important.
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Figure 24: Original image with the map blended for each category
Analysis of the maps
Figure 25: Original image against bar category
When classifying the image as a bar we can see how the map is featuring the al-
cohol bottles on the sides of the counter, this shows us that for the bar category
the presence of bottles is important and decisive in order to classify the image.
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Figure 26: Original image against restaurant category
For the restaurant category we can see a highlight on the reflected image on
the mirror where a waiter and a client can be seen together, we can conclude
from this that the net takes in account waiters and other people as important
features for a restaurant image.
Figure 27: Original image against banquet hall category
In the map for the banquet hall category we can see that the horizontal
aligned bottles are being showcased, on banquet halls it is easy to find open
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bars where a lot of bottles are displayed on a table in a horizontal fashion which
probably is what the net is trying to recognize in this image.
On other images analyzed we also noted that aisled tables on the sides of a
room are also important markers for this category.
Figure 28: Original image against coffee shop category
In this category we can note that the net is featuring the wooding edges of
the shelves, probably searching the characteristic wooden walls and furniture in
classic coffee shops.
Figure 29: Original image against restaurant patio category
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Lastly on the ranked fifth category we find the restaurant patio category, in
this case the net is focusing again on the waiter but also on the hanged cups
that maybe resembles the decoration of the porches on some restaurant patios.
4.5 Activation analysis
Up to this point we have been able to visually analyze what the net is featuring
when classifying the different images but we wanted to make to automate the
process and make it less subjective.
We propose a method for detecting the sections featured by making use of an
auxiliary net trained against a general purpose dataset such as imagenet which
contains more than one thousand different categories of lots of different items.
Activation segmentation
First we have to segment the image depending on the number of areas high-
lighted by the maps, we use some parameters to determine when two areas are
judged as one or as two such as the minimum value to be considered as impor-
tant.
When those areas are detected a bounding box will be created around the sec-
tion, in the following image we can see the detected boxes for a category.
Figure 30: Bounding boxes for a map
Section classification
Following the segmentation of the image we will feed the general purpose
trained net with each of them. In our case the imagenet trained net will re-
turn us a set of categories in which the patch is likely to be.
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After getting the results we will display the results within the bounding boxes
as shown.
Figure 31: Imagenet classified bounding boxes
The above image showcases the results obtained from imagenet, sadly as
we can see although the dataset contains more than a thousand categories the
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results are suboptimal, and very missleading for our sample.
In images with a more clear object we can appreciate better results.
Figure 32: Imagenet classification of a clear object
We can see in this case that the plate is clearly being detected getting in this
case better results in almost all of the top categories.
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5 Conclusions and future research lines
At the start of our project we defined various objectives that we have realized
so far.
Understand Caffe We have used Caffe in a lot of ways, mostly through Py-
Caffe which allowed us to access most of our model’s data.
Gather data Three dataset with a good amount of data have been constructed
during the realization of this project and have been successfully used for image
recognition.
Obtain pre-trained nets We have gathered three different pre-trained nets and
worked upon all of them. All the results have been analyzed and we ended up
building our definitive net on top of one of them.
Test each net against our data All the pre-trained models have been fine-tuned
and tested with our data.
Trying to understand how the classification is being done We analyzed and
tested how the net is classifying the data, we have seen which sections of the
images are relevant in each category and we have been able to represent graph-
ically the activations of the neurons that classified each category.
Future research lines
Improvements in the training Additional training improvements can be made
such as:
• Join categories which are very similar and test the performance of the new
dataset, later create a specialized model that classifies each of the joined
categories and benchmark the performance of the whole system.
• Test lots of different solver parameter combinations and analyze which is
the best combination in order to improve both the performance and the
training time of the model.
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Analyze relevant category objects Perform an analysis of the ImageNet out-
put that we achieved while mapping activations and gather which objects are
most commonly found in each category. This will show us which objects are
important per category.
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